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Re: How Firm Quote Rule Applies to Orders Received on DPM PAR Terminals  
 
On April 12, 2002 the Exchange issued RG02-21 entitled “How Firm Quote Rule Applies to Orders 
Received on PAR Terminals in DPM Crowds.”  The purpose of this circular RG 02-27 is to provide 
examples regarding the operation of Exchange Rule 8.51, the Quote Rule.1 For purposes of this circular, 
all references to “PAR” refer to both a DPM’s PAR terminal and to a DPM’s live ammo terminal, 
whenever market or marketable limit orders are routed to such terminals.2 
 
1.  NBBO Rejects:  A RAES-eligible order routed electronically to CBOE will not automatically execute 
if the CBOE disseminated quote is inferior to NBBO by more than the step-up amount.  A market or 
marketable limit order that routes to PAR will be entitled to firm quote3 treatment at CBOE’s price up to 
the disseminated size at the time it is received on PAR. For example: 
 
CBOE  1.00 – 1.20, 100 x 100 
AMEX  1.10 – 1.20 
 
Two incoming sell orders route to PAR, both for 100 contracts.  The first order is entitled to a fill at no 
worse than $1.00 for 100 contracts, after which the quote will be refreshed.  The second order will be 
addressed at the refreshed quote. 
 
2.  Dissemination of “1” Contract: When the disseminated quote decrements to 0, the Exchange will 
disseminate a size of “1” along with the price in order to fulfill the crowd’s obligation to disseminate 
continuous market quotes. An order received while the Exchange disseminates a “1” will be entitled to a 
fill BUT only up to one contract.  
 
For example, if the quote is $1.00 - $1.20, 50 x 100 and a 100-lot RAES eligible order to sell executes 50 
on RAES, the size will decrement and a size of “1” will be disseminated. 4   
 
The new quote is $1.00 - $1.20, 1 x 100.   

                                                      
1 Exchange Rule 8.51 embodies the requirements of SEC Rule 11Ac1-1, which is also applicable to Exchange 
members. The Exchange may issue more circulars in the future regarding the operation of the Quote Rule. 
2 Additionally, orders routed directly from ORS to the crowd printer are deemed to be received by, and presented to, 
the crowd at the time the order prints for purposes of the Quote Rule. 
3 Quote includes both price and size. 
4 When size decrements to 0 and a corresponding size of “1” is disseminated, RAES will not automatically execute 
incoming electronic orders and instead shall reroute them to PAR or Live Ammo for a period not to exceed 30-
seconds (“reroute period”). The reroute period is configurable by class by the DPM. 



 
The 50 contract-remainder of the 100-lot order routes to PAR, and then an additional five sell orders also  
route to PAR while this quote is being disseminated. The first order received, which is the 50-lot 
remainder from the size RAES reject, will be entitled to receive 1 contract, after which the quote will be 
refreshed. The balance of that first order and the remaining five orders in sequence of time priority would 
be addressed at the subsequently refreshed quotes.5 
 
3.  BD Orders:  BD orders are entitled to firm quote treatment at the time such orders are received at the 
PAR station up to the applicable BD firm quote size, which currently is 1 contract. 
 

4.  Order Routes to DPM PAR to Buy(Sell) Book After the Book is Traded Against in Open Outcry 

by any Member:  If a book order represents the disseminated quote, executions against the book will 
decrement the size.  If an electronic order depletes the book size, the quote will automatically refresh to 
the best CBOE price. If a member has effected a transaction to buy(sell) a booked order and an order 
subsequently routes to PAR to buy(sell) the same book order after the member has effected the 
transaction but before the quote has changed, the PAR order is not entitled to the book price and instead 
will be addressed at the refreshed quote.  In these situations, the DPM has an obligation to ensure that the 
member was actually in the process of effecting a transaction with the book (or had already transacted 
with the book) prior to or at the time the incoming order is received at PAR. 
For example:  Quote is 1.00 – 1.20, 20 x 100, with the 20 representing a book order 
 

Floor broker walks into crowd and announces “Sell 20 at $1.00.” DPM says “Done.” Thereafter, but 
before the DPM can refresh the quote, a market order to sell 20 arrives at PAR.  In this instance, the floor 
broker is entitled to 20 at $1.00. The subsequent PAR order will be addressed at the refreshed quote.  

 

5.  Orders Received on PAR Prior to the Book Representing the Best CBOE Quote but Executed 

Afterwards:  An order received on PAR is entitled to the quote and size at the time of PAR receipt and 
has priority over any subsequently booked order.  
 

For Example:  Quote is 1.00 – 1.20, 100 x 100 
 
Order to buy 100 at 1.20 is received at the PAR, but before it can be executed in open outcry, an 
Autoquote change occurs and an order to buy 20 at 1.20 is booked, resulting in the following Quote: 
 
Quote is now 1.20—1.25, 20 x 100. 
 
The PAR order to buy 100 at 1.20 must be filled at the previously displayed price and size ahead of the 
booked order to buy 20 at 1.20.  The book does not have priority at 1.20 over the PAR order as the PAR 
order was entitled to the disseminated quote of 1.20 at time of receipt.   
 
If you have questions, please call Steve Youhn in the Legal Division at (312)786-7416 or Margaret 
Williams in the Department of Market Regulation at (312)786-7834. 
 

                                                      
5 A size RAES reject that has received a partial fill on RAES causing the disseminated size to decrement to 1 will be 
the first order routed to PAR at the new disseminated quote and will be entitled to 1 additional contract. 


